Joe & Carol KA4WJB &
KA4WJR First to find all 3
FOX’s
Congratulations!
────
CJ, KM4ZQE (a new hound)
found FOX #3 even though
all the hounds were circling
in high spirits all around it
────

FEBRUARY 25TH 2017
FOX HUNT

First Prize to Joe to find all
3 FOX’s first. Second Prize
to CJ being a new hound
found FOX #3. Prizes were
77AMP Switching Power

Who let the dogs out!
It was a beautiful Saturday in Ocala, Florida and a group of Hounds were set out
on a hunt for a set of 3 FOX’s. The First was KJ4CTZ which was stationary in my
car in the parking lot of the Ocala Public Library approximately 4.8 miles away
(straight line).
Joe & Carol (KA4WJB & KA4WJR) were the first to find me. Don KF4IAB was
second to find me, the rest of the hounds were barking up the wrong tree miles
away LOL. I announced my position at 3:30PM and the hounds were soon upon
me looking for FOX #2. Meanwhile, Joe had already found FOX #2 and was
headed out for FOX#3.
Bobby KW4HU, was the second to find FOX #2 (he was actually pacing back &
forth for a good 10 minutes right under the FOX). If it were a snake he would
have been a goner! Eventually with a little help and guidance all the hounds
were able to successfully find FOX#2. Meanwhile Joe KA4WJB called me on the
repeater telling me he had found FOX #3. He was ecstatic that he actually found
this thing as it was hidden in plain sight and unlike anything he could have
imagined.

Supplies!
────
Joe, KA4WJB will plan the
next FOX Hunt. Stay Tuned!
────
Participants
Joe KA4WJA, Carol
KA4WJR, Bobby KW4HU, CJ
KM4ZQE, Rich N4HUG,
Steve KB4SDB, Bruce
KM4IIU, Don KF4IAB
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We all had a blast!

